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TURIN
Identity between
urban regeneration
and new models of
artistic production in
their social context

T

he 2006 Winter olympics manifested the transformation
of the city of Turin and, in particular, the imaginary and
narratives of the city, starting from the industrial centre and
transforming it into a creative city. A city of sport and culture
and, more recently, a smart city.

his important event attracted huge investments: over 65
projects were created for the olympic Games, including athletic facilities, road network infrastructures, as well as villages for athletes and the media. Moreover, numerous facilities
dedicated to encounters taking part in public events and live
performances were added to those constructed for athletic
competitions.Although the most common notion of the city,
in particular the touristic one, was not particularly afected
by all of this, the establishments and buildings set up for the
olympic district now lie in sad disuse and, in many cases, are
in a condition of serious dilapidation only eight years after
the olympic Games.
All too often, the fact is commonly neglected that the irst
level of urban transformation continues to invest almost exclusively in the city centre and some limited surrounding areas, dealing almost exclusively with the implementation and
improvement of tourist facilities and accommodation, shopping and fair areas.

Diogene / Il Tram Diogene, Torino

as in private acquisition of city revenues. he public services
sector was relegated to the status of dependant variables –
necessary to guarantee the formal respect of the legislation.
I Intensive construction work to build a dense concentration
of residential and tertiary structures was favoured. Moreover,
the PRG has neglected the historical and documentary dignity of nearly all the industrial buildings by condemning them
to demolition, even the most prestigious ones (except for the
iconic area of Lingotto and a part of the ex-oicine Grandi
Riparazioni).
In 2011, in the wake of the initiative Smart cities & communities of the European commission, the city promoted
itself to become a smart city‚ „in which the quality of life
improves with the ability to promote a clean and sustainable
mobility- reducing energy consumption, producing high technology, ofering culture and being accessible‘‘.

Within a frame being so complex and changeable, Impasse
– an association that aims at extending and contaminating
the contexts of production and enjoyment of contemporary
art from a multidisciplinary perspective - is making a irst
attempt at critical relection. he focus lies on how historical change and the economic sustainability of cultural initiatives have speciic consequences on the urban and cultural
development in Turin. In fact, some of the activities include
discussing the issues of urban regeneration and the rights for
cultural workers. Art projects, campaigns and documentaries
in dialogue with local and other contexts such as Berlin are
also part of the debate.
At the local level, there are several initiatives with quite a
solid structure and a collaborative relationship with the institutions (even though sometimes conlicting: see the case of
cavallerizza 14:45, an assembly that took possession of the
historic royal stables with its own cultural participatory program, in order to avoid the auction sale by the municipality).

To fully understand the roots of this transformation, one
must refer to the approval of the Municipal Physical Development Plan of 1995. A PRG (Piano Regolatore Generale - General Urban Plan) that, since its discussion (1980), has gradually
lost its
social intentions of planning wide urban areas, ending up
in giving priority to the primary roleof large and mediumsized real-estate properties in urban transformation, as well

In the belief that a comprehensive development and the
quality of life of a city should be measured through criteria
assimilated not only to energy eiciency and assessing the
most obvious consequences of an urban transformation. his
has generated progressive redistribution of the population in
marginal areas, not equipped with adequate infrastructures.
But also other initiatives coming from institutional projects
or artistic and curatorial collectives have emerged, aiming at
the re-establishment of connections between the urban realm and the common space as well as between culture and
the suburbs.
he progressive lack of public funds due to the economic
crisis has led to the appearance of new actors on the cultural
scene. Mainly, these are bank foundations, now becoming the
biggest supporters of the reinterpretation of the city‘s identity, initiating credit lines speciically related to urban regeneration, especially in the suburbs being situated close to the
city centre.

a.titolo is „a curatorial collective founded in 1997 by ive
art curators and historians (Giorgina Bertolino, Francesca comisso, nicoletta Leonardi, Lisa Parola and Luisa Perlo) with
the aim of promoting contemporary art oriented toward the
social, political and cultural sphere of the public realm“. In
Italy, they are also responsible for the cultural mediation of
nouveaux commanditaires, a French public art programme
and they had the artistic direction of cESAc, Experimental
centre for contemporary Arts at Filatoio (the Spinning Mill)
in caraglio for three years. Talking about their relation with
the social and urban, but also local context , they warn that „
it is rather a question of responsibility about how the curato-

a.titolo / Claudia Losi, Aiuola Transatlantico, 2008, Turin, Mirafiori Nord,
Cortile di via Scarsellini, oh Giulia Caira

Il Teatro della Caduta / Parole sul filo, show for Salone del Libro, Scuola
Holden productions, 2007

Il Teatro della Caduta / Il settesimo Varietà della caduta, documentation of
the performance by Benjamin Delmas, 2011, oh di Silvia Pastore

In the following, a selection of some of the most successful experiments interacting with the social and urban context
and the local communities through art is being presented.
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Diogene / La Verifica Intuitiva, happening by Audrey Cottin and Geraldine
Gourbe, final event of the Diogene Bivaccourbano_2012 residency,
Fondazione Merz, Turin. Foto: Cristina Leoncini
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AUF DER
ÜBERHOLSPUR
IN BRASILIEN?

Eco e Narciso / Sette piccoli cieli, 7°Ling8, curated by Maurizio Cilli and
Rebecca De Marchi, 2013-2014

rial program is proposed to the audience - in a museum or in
independent projects in the public space, with a community
or to a (sic!) institution. In the last decade, the society and
also some of the institutions acknowledge their own precariousness and are transforming themselves. In these decades
this speciic process is visible above all through contemporary art. With its accentuated mobility, hybridity and lack of a
deinite centrality it tries to transform the art activities in an
experience of positive deterritorialization. over the last decades, new educational formats, methods, programs, models,
processes and activities have become extremely frequent in
the artistic and curatorial practice, and these new approaches
are changing the sense and the function of art. So the public
sphere is reinterpreted as a heterotopic site of continuities and
discontinuities and could become a potential laboratory for a
new form of citizenship.“
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Since 2003, the District of Turin has promoted Eco e narciso, a program of public art curated by Rebecca De Marchi
from time to timeccasionally, it was supported by interns and
collaborations with co-curators and organizations active on
the area were organized. he premise for each initiative is „the
local cultural heritage with the ethnographic and anthropological data collected from the context. new thoughts about
its historic, cultural and socio-economic conditions - and
therefore its identity traits – should be sought through the
encounter with contemporary languages. From the beginning,
the project was developed in connection with the profound
transformations taking place in the area. For the irst year,
it was located, in 2003 in the valleys that hosted the Winter
olympic Games in 2006, acting as a tool for relection on the
development in terms of sustainability. Being a temporary
community of practice is an important element and within
it, it is possible to share and ilter all the conlicts with help
of the artist‘s work in order to come to a shift“. Recently, for
example, Eco e narciso collaborated with Stupinigi fertile for
the development of the rural area around Turin.
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a.titolo / Cantiere Barca, Costruzione della
Star House di Raumlabor, 2011, Turin, Barca
neighborhood, project curated by a.titolo with
Maurizio Cilli, Giulia Majolino and Alessandra
Giannandrea, within Nuovi Committenti programme, ph Francesca Cirilli

(he heater of Fall) is a project for theatrical experiments
with a new logic of organization, aiming at the creation of a
new public. It hosts and produces educational programs and
events for entertainment, music and street art at a national
level, mainly training young people and newcomers. Born as a
family project by founder Massimo Betti Merlin and Lorraine
Senestro - couple in art and in life, who built up the hall of
Fall – the project has assembled a real community of artists,
active also in some aspects of organization. hat makes the
project independent from public funding to a degree of 80%“.
In addition to the art direction, every year at least ten young
people are placed in a staf that can count on experts in design,
communication, sound and light engineering. Also, there are
people responsible for the coordination and management of
the bar. „hanks to the free entry to the shows and free donations at the end of the show for the artists, Il Teatro della
caduta is open both to artists who want to perform and to an
audience unaccustomed to the theatre“.
observation of the area, community involvement, testing
new models for collective authorship and production are,
therefore, the common factors of possible cultural policies
being participated on a new level.
Irene Pittatore & nicoletta Daldanise
Impasse

P

orto Alegre heißt übersetzt „fröhlicher Hafen“, aber bis
zum Meer ist es noch ein Stück. Die Stadt liegt an einer
Seenplatte, die weiter weg ins Meer mündet.
Auf dem Wasser ist es meistens gemütlich. Die Hauptstadt
des brasilianischen Bundesstaates Rio Grande do Sul bietet
besonders in den Abendstunden eine bezaubernde Silhouette.
Einige der Hafenindustriebauten aus Backstein sind bereits
abgerissen. Der Handel hat sich vom Wasser weg entwickelt.
Industriegüter werden auf Straßen transportiert. Die Luft leidet unter starken Abgasen.
Ende Januar 2014 wurde ich vom Goethe Institut nach
Brasilien eingeladen und verbrachte dort zwei Monate als
„Artist in Residence“. Ich wurde als echte Berufskünstlerin
anerkannt, inanziert, verwöhnt und belohnt. Im Flugzeug
hatte ich begonnen, portugiesisch zu lernen. nach zwei Wochen konnte ich mich bereits in der Gastsprache verständigen. Häuig haben wir portoñol gesprochen, eine Mischung
aus portugiesisch und spanisch mit weniger verschluckten
Konsonanten. Der Temperaturunterschied zum deutschen
Winter bei meiner Abfahrt aus Berlin betrug 55 Grad celsius.
Es war das Jahr der Fußball-Weltmeisterschaft. nach meinem Aufenthalt begannen die Spiele. Brasilien stand letztes
Jahr im internationalen Fokus. Als ich dort war, habe ich
erlebt, wie gering das Interesse der Brasilianer/innen an der
Weltmeisterschaft war. Es gab viele Demonstrationen, um sie
zu verhindern. Vielleicht war das Land auch zu sehr mit eigenen Problemen und dem eigenen Aufschwung beschäftigt als
dass Begeisterung für die Weltmeisterschaft hätte ausbrechen
können.
Von den Vorbereitungen war nichts zu spüren, außer dass
es ein nagelneues Stadion gab, welches den Ärger der Einwohner/innen auf sich zog. Diese forderten, das Geld lieber in
soziale Projekte zu investieren. oder in den Ausbau der Infrastruktur. Die Kabel hängen in der Luft und bilden wild verästelt ein merkwürdiges Gebilde aus wuchernden Baumkronen und Draht. Wenn ein Sturm ausbricht, fällt meistens der
Strom aus. Da geht dann auch kein Internet mehr, manchmal
für mehrere Stunden.

Diogene, on the other hand, has been active since 2007. It
„is a set of autonomous artistic identities who felt the need of
highlighting the artist‘s work and its role in society, building
a place for relection and listening. From the formal point of
view, it is a model of horizontal organization in which all decisions are discussed within the group“. he program is carried out through an international residency, scouting among
artists from Piedmont and do educational workshops with
schools in the Aurora neighbourhood. hey take place inside
a tram from the 1950‘s in the middle of a large roundabout:
„Working physically in a public space, more or less quietly,
building something tangible, resulted in being an efective
but not prevaricating mode of action to trigger virtuous processes within the context that welcomed us. hat allowed a
direct relationship with a diferent audience“. hey comment
on the recent agreement with the municipality: „While this
meant the recognition of the quality of our program, we are
always aware of the risk of an excessive „institutionalization“
and we make every efort to maintain freedom and lexibility
in our actions“.
A similar attitude is pronounced by another project, active in live performance and education: „Il Teatro della caduta

Multimediale Projekte
als Artist in Residence
in Porto Alegre,
Brasilien

Porto Alegre ist eine Stadt, in der alles verwertet wird. Zumindest, wenn es nicht anders geht. Die obdachlosen sammeln Flaschendeckel und verkaufen diese dann in großen
bunten Tüten auf dem Flohmarkt. In einem Garten wurde
das Tor mit Flaschendeckeln in Gips gestaltet. Da, wo sonst
Kieselsteine zum Einsatz kommen, glänzen die bunten Flaschendeckel. In Brasilien gibt es keine DIn-Vorschriften. Der
Kreativität wird freien Lauf gelassen. Wer ein Haus baut, probiert es einfach aus und lernt beim Selbermachen.

Eco e Narciso / Sette piccoli cieli, 7°Ling8, curated by Maurizio Cilli and
Rebecca De Marchi, 2013-2014

Während der Hitze streikten die Bussfahrer/innen. obwohl
die Fahrpreise erhöht wurden, haben die Busfahrer/innen keine höheren Gehälter bekommen. Ich habe keine einzige Busfahrerin gesehen, vermutlich wegen der hohen Kriminalität
und dem täglich präsenten Sexismus. Das passte alles nicht
zusammen und so blockierte der Streik über zwei Wochen jegliche Fortbewegung, so dass viele nicht zu ihrem Arbeitsplatz
kamen. Die Stadt wirkte wie im Ausnahmezustand.
Die Gemütsaufassung der Einwohner/innen passt nicht

